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Admission Flow
• Admission Pager Paged by ED

• Carried by senior resident

• DRH: 0997 / Harper: 0092 / Karmanos: 93307

• Senior resident takes the sign out from ED

• Determines if level of care is appropriate

• Consider writing  3  basic orders right away

• “Admit to inpatient”, Covering MD, Clinical alarms (such as 

telemetry or isolation), possibly diet

• Or you can wait and enter everything after seeing patient

• See the patient

• Can see together with senior or separate

• Return and complete orders (with senior)



Admission Check List
• “Admit to inpatient” order

• Covering MD

• Diet

• DVT prophylaxis

• Labs / cultures

• Imaging

• EKG

• Home Meds

• Hospital Meds

• Fluids

• AM Labs

• AM Images

• Consults

Using the admission “orderset” 

(next slide) will include options for 

you to order all the things in this 

box in one place.



• “Admission – General” is our admission order set

• Order sets decrease errors!
– Includes many parameters needed for a safe admission

– Code status

– Clinical alarms (telemetry, I/O’s, neurochecks)

– Covering MD

– Labs, EKGs, and imaging can be ordered here

Admission Order Set

When you see this little symbol 

next to something in the EMR it 

indicates a nested care set, these 

are generally safer and better to 

use. You can always pick what you 

want to click out of all the options





These orders below will not be in 

your profile. These are all of my 

saved favorites. Yours will not look 

like this when first starting. We will 

discuss how to save to favorites at 

the end.



This is the actual “admission” order within the admission 

ordeset. When you click on this a box will populate and 

you can fill in the attending, the diagnosis, the condition, 

the floor type (medical ward/floor)



• So pretend at this point you and your senior 
just entered the “admit to inpatient” order 
and the covering MD order. 

• Now you go to the ED to see your patient

• Then you can come back and work on the rest 
of your orders in the “admission – general” 
orderset.



Components of “Admission General” careset

These are all the orders included in the 

admission orderset. You can keep scrolling

and select anything you need. Click 

whatever boxes you want on the left and fill 

in any required parameters. This helps you 

not miss anything. 



Admission Check List
• “Admit to inpatient”order

• Covering MD

• Diet

• DVT ppx

• Labs / cultures

• Imaging

• EKG

• Home Meds

• Hospital Meds

• Fluids

• AM Labs

• AM Images

• Consults

Great, now it’s time for Med Rec!

Everything crossed off would be done if you 

entered it via the Admission – General orderset. Of 

course you can still order these things individually 

in powerorders as well. For example type “EKG” or 

“CBC” and these things will come up.





Medication Reconciliation: (Definition)

•the process of creating the most accurate list possible of all medications a 

patient is taking (drug name, dosage, frequency, and route) — and 

comparing that list against the physician’s admission, transfer, and/or 

discharge orders, with the goal of providing correct medications to the 

patient at all transition points within the hospital

Sources of Med Rec

•The Patient or their family: 

• Only as accurate as what they remember unless they brought bottles

• “Its in the computer” → Probably not accurate (see below)

•The Meds from last DC in EMR

• Only accurate if the patient has been to no other hospital, no PCP, and 

no other appts since their last DC 

• Otherwise, changes have likely been made since they were last here

•The Pharmacy

• Extra benefit of checking when Rx last filled

•The PCP

• Only as accurate as the PCP office has documented



Medication Reconcilation

• Situations when accuracy is extremely important

– HIV cocktails 
• (missed components can create viral resistance)

– Transplant medications
• (Organ rejection)

– Anticoagulants
• (warfarin)

– Levothyroxine



Medication Reconciliation: (A+)  ☺

•The patient wasn’t sure when I was reading off the names of his meds in 

Citrix, so I called his pharmacy and got the names and last fills dates. His 

CVS was closed so I called a 24H CVS and had them access his 

medication profile. It looks like the lasix had a 30 day supply dispensed 45 

days ago so he may have missed a few. I updated the EMR to reflect what 

he was supposed to be taking.

Medication Reconciliation: (D)  

•The patient wasn’t sure when I was reading off the names of his meds in 

Citrix. I copied whatever orders he got on his last discharge. 

Takeaway point:

Med rec is tedious, and difficult to do well when you are busy. Treat the 

patient like you family and try your best. Reach out to medical students or 

senior for help calling pharmacies, etc. 



Before doing the reconciliation we have 

to document the medication history first. 

Otherwise an error box will pop up. 

Clicking here will geneate a window with 

the list of patient’s meds as of the last 

DMC discharge. You can edit the list or 

delete it and type them in yourself. Or 

do a mix of both



IF you try to do reconciliation before 

documenting the med history, this error 

message will pop up.



These are the medications on file for the patient. This list 

is generated by what was dispensed on last DMC 

discharge or entered by the nurse in the ED. You can 

delete outdated medications, edit the orders (changing 

dose, frequency, etc) or click “+Add” to add additional 

meds which are not yet listed (next slide)

Notice that clicking on the lisinopril allows me to change 

the order as appropriate. For Ex I could change the 

dose or change to QHS if the patient took their 

medications at night



By Clicking “+Add” a box will pop up where you can 

search for a medication and add it to the patients list. 

Always try to pick the option with the most information 

(dose, frequency, etc). This will make it easier for you 

when the patient leaves as the parameters will be entered 

for the discharge prescriptions and only slight changes or 

no changes will be needed. 

If you can’t figure out the details, you can use a less 

specific entry and write in the comments “Patient doesn’t 

know dose, etc”.

After selecting a drug to add you will click it and then this 

screen will be white again which is confusing at first. Don’t 

worry, it will be added to the window behind this window 

which is visible if you reside this one (see next slide)



Keep in mind these are all just medication history. None of 

these are active orders. That part is coming.



If the patient takes no medication you can click “no known 

Home medications” 

if they have no idea what they take and you are unable to 

figure it out you can click “Unable to obtain information” 



Now that you’ve entered all their home 

meds, you can click on “reconciliation” tab 

for “admission” and decide what you will 

keep and what you will hold.



You can continue (green arrow) or stop (red 

square) 



• What is the point of this history and med-rec, 
can’t I just type in all the medications I want 
my patient to take directly into power orders?

– Yes you can but….

– For quality and safety purposes, all patients need 
to have a med/rec documented

– It is annoying coming in, but makes writing 
discharge prescriptions much easier

– It is the right thing to do



Admission Check List
• Admission OrderSet

• Covering MD

• Diet

• DVT ppx

• Labs / cultures

• Imaging

• EKG

• Home Meds

• Hospital Meds

• Fluids

• AM Labs

• AM Images

• Consults

Great, now it’s time to add any 

medications you want to start in the 

hospital



Go to power orders and add any medications you want to 

start in the hospital. You can also order anything else 

here> more labs, new diet, restraints, etc. 



• Frequency

• Daily = 0900 

• Q24 = 0900

• Q24H = every day at the time you are writing the order

• BID = 0900 and 2100

• Q12 = 0800 and 1800

• Q12H = every 12 hours starting at the time you are writing the order

• You don’t have to memorize these, when you enter any medication you will be able to see 

when the start time is and can adjust if needed. 

• Priority

• Routine: will be given at the next scheduled default time

• Now: will give a dose now, then next dose at the next scheduled default time

• Stat: will give a dose now, then next dose at the next scheduled default time

• Lasix 40mg PO daily routine (written by resident 7/1 @10:22) = first dose 9am 7/2 

• Lasix 40mg PO Q24 routine (written by resident 7/1 @10:22) = first dose 9am 7/2 

• Lasix 40mg PO Q24H routine (written by resident 7/1 @10:22) = first dose 10:22 am 7/2 

• Lasix 40mg PO daily NOW (written by resident 7/1 @10:22) = first NOW then next dose 0900 am 7/2 

• Lasix 40mg PO one time only routine = one dose at the time of the order being written 

Medication frequency and priority



Allergies tab: to add allergies



See www.wsumed.com

Helpful hints for how to save orders to favorites in citrix

http://www.wsumed.com/





